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Abstract

Background
Lymphatic filariasis (LF), onchocerciasis, schistosomiasis, soil-transmitted helminths (STH)
and trachoma represent the five most prevalent neglected tropical diseases (NTDs). They
can be controlled or eliminated by means of safe and cost-effective interventions delivered
through programs of Mass Drug Administration (MDA)—also named Preventive Chemotherapy (PCT). The WHO defined targets for NTD control/elimination by 2020, reinforced by
the 2012 London Declaration, which, if achieved, would result in dramatic health gains. We
estimated the potential economic benefit of achieving these targets, focusing specifically on
productivity and out-of-pocket payments.

Methods
Productivity loss was calculated by combining disease frequency with productivity loss from
the disease, from the perspective of affected individuals. Productivity gain was calculated by
deducting the total loss expected in the target achievement scenario from the loss in a counterfactual scenario where it was assumed the pre-intervention situation in 1990 regarding
NTDs would continue unabated until 2030. Economic benefits from out-of-pocket payments
(OPPs) were calculated similarly. Benefits are reported in 2005 US$ (purchasing power parity-adjusted and discounted at 3% per annum from 2010). Sensitivity analyses were used to
assess the influence of changes in input parameters.
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Results
The economic benefit from productivity gain was estimated to be I$251 billion in 2011–2020
and I$313 billion in 2021–2030, considerably greater than the total OPPs averted of I$0.72
billion and I$0.96 billion in the same periods. The net benefit is expected to be US$ 27.4 and
US$ 42.8 for every dollar invested during the same periods. Impact varies between NTDs
and regions, since it is determined by disease prevalence and extent of disease-related productivity loss.

Conclusion
Achieving the PCT-NTD targets for 2020 will yield significant economic benefits to affected
individuals. Despite large uncertainty, these benefits far exceed the investment required by
governments and their development partners within all reasonable scenarios. Given the
concentration of the NTDs among the poorest households, these investments represent
good value for money in efforts to share the world’s prosperity and reduce inequity.

Author Summary
The five most prevalent neglected tropical diseases (NTDs) are lymphatic filariasis (LF),
onchocerciasis, schistosomiasis, soil-transmitted helminths (STH) and trachoma. They
can be controlled or eliminated by means of safe and cost-effective interventions delivered
through programs of Mass Drug Administration (MDA)—also named Preventive Chemotherapy (PCT).The WHO defined targets for NTD control/elimination by 2020, reinforced by the 2012 London Declaration, which, if achieved, would result in benefits not
limited to health gains. We estimated the potential economic benefit of achieving these
targets for these NTDs. Economic benefit was calculated by combining the estimated disease frequency with productivity loss resulting from the disease, from the perspective of a
person affected by each of the NTDs. The same was done for the healthcare costs paid by
the affected individuals. The economic benefit to individuals from productivity gain was
estimated to be I$ 251 billion in 2011–2020 (before achieving the targets) and I$ 313 billion
in 2021–2030 (after achieving the targets). The estimated total healthcare costs averted are
substantial though lower than productivity costs: $0.72 billion in 2011–2020, $0.96 billion
in 2021–2030. This would mean a return of US$ 27.4 for each dollar spent between 2015–
2020 to reach the targets and US$ 42.8 between 2021–2030. The economic impact varies
between NTDs and regions, since it is determined by disease prevalence and the degree of
productivity loss caused by the disease.

Introduction
Neglected tropical diseases (NTDs) are a group of debilitating infectious diseases that can
result in death, but are more often associated with chronic, disabling and disfiguring morbidity
[1]. Most of them affect forgotten people, with little political or financial capital, living in
slums or in rural areas (predominantly in low–and middle-income countries), away from cities
where policymakers live and work. [2–5]
Besides having devastating consequences for one’s health, NTDs also have an important
effect on the economic welfare of patients and their families, imposing additional economic
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difficulties for populations struggling to live below the poverty line of 1US$ a day [4,6–13]. In
this sense, NTDs are an additional obstacle to sustainable development, which can be achieved
only in the absence of high prevalence of debilitating communicable and non-communicable
diseases. [14]
NTD control or elimination targets for the year 2020 were set out in the WHO Roadmap of
2011 and endorsed by partners in the London Declaration of 2012 [15–17]. Among these 10
NTDs, the most prevalent globally are: onchocerciasis, lymphatic filariasis (LF), schistosomiasis, soil-transmitted helminths (STH), and trachoma. [9,18,19] Even though they can be controlled or eliminated by means of safe and cost-effective interventions delivered through
programs of Mass Drug Administration (MDA)—also named Preventive Chemotherapy
(PCT)—NTD programs still face many obstacles [9]. Some of them are closely related to the
degree of awareness that policymakers and the global health communities have of the health
and socioeconomic importance of NTDs [13]. To bring more light onto this issue, de Vlas
et al. estimated the health gains of achieving the 2020 targets. [16,17]. Their findings suggest
that roughly 300 million disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs) can be averted for the five
PCT-NTDs over the period 2010–2030. [20]
An improved understanding of the economic impact that NTDs have on individuals, households, and countries would help in informing the scale-up of effective and equitable interventions to address them [8]. Therefore, robust and clear estimates of the cost of NTDs to patients,
households and broader societal costs are needed. Combining these cost estimates with the
already existing estimates of disease burden and comparing the result to the estimated cost of
intervention could bolster the case for increased investment.
The aim of the study described in this article was to estimate the socioeconomic benefit (to
individuals) of controlling or eliminating PCT-NTDs. More specifically, we examined the productivity loss and out-of-pocket payments (OPPs) that can be prevented globally, assuming
the 2020 WHO targets for these diseases will be met.

Methods
Study design
The estimate of economic benefit was based on the health benefit calculated by De Vlas et al.
[20] Briefly, De Vlas et al used 2010 GBD data of prevalent cases of the NTDs included in the
London Declaration for the years 1990 and 2010 as the starting point in their calculations, with
estimates for other years obtained by interpolating between 1990 and 2010, and further extrapolated until 2030, under the assumption that the 2020 WHO Roadmap targets were met and sustained beyond 2020. They first created a “counterfactual scenario”, which assumed that the
epidemiological situation from 1990 regarding NTDs would continue unabated and that the
number of cases would increase as a function of overall population growth. They estimated the
numbers of disease cases that would be expected if the 2020 targets mentioned by the 2012 London Declaration and described by the WHO were to be achieved (target achievement scenario).
Disease cases averted by achieving the targets were calculated for each GBD disease manifestation (or “sequela”), country, sex and age group. For a complete list of the GBD sequela per
NTD, refer to Salomon et al (2012).[21] Guinea worm (dracunculiasis) was not included in this
study, since it was targeted to eradication in 2015. [22]
De Vlas et al. used a time period of 2011–2030 that extended beyond 2020 since some of the
benefits of achieving the targets will only arise after that year. That is, the benefits of preventing
permanent sequelae like blindness will appear much later than the benefits of better treatment
of other sequelae. [20]
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General approach to estimate the economic benefits
This economic study builds on the approach used by de Vlas et al. to assess the health benefits
of achieving the 2020 targets. Namely, for each GBD disease sequela a comparison is made
between the counterfactual scenario and the target achievement scenario, calculating the benefit
for the period between 2011 and 2030 (ten years before and then years after the target achievement) instead of the entire period from 1990 to 2030. The economic benefit was calculated by
subtracting the costs calculated for the target achievement scenario from the costs of the counterfactual scenario. [20]
All economic benefit estimates were expressed in international dollars (constant 2005 I$), a
hypothetical unit of currency that has the same purchasing power as the U.S. dollar has in the
United States at a given point in time (in this case, 2005). It is calculated using purchasing power
parity (PPP) exchange rate, defined as the amount of a country’s currency required to buy the
same amounts of goods and services in the domestic market as U.S. dollar would buy in the United
States. It is regarded as a more valid measure to compare estimates between countries. [23,24]
Economic benefits from productivity gain and out-of-pocket payments were reported separately, as recommended by the WHO. Intangible costs and leisure time were not included.[25–
27] Discounting at 3% was applied using the base year of 2010. All calculations were performed
using Microsoft Excel (version 2010). [28]
Time frame. The estimated economic benefits are presented for 2011–2020 and 2021–
2030 separately to show how much of the benefits can be expected before the 2020 targets are
met compared to after 2020.
Perspective. We used a microeconomic perspective to analyze the economic costs per
GBD sequela, sex and country. Only the most important costs that individuals in low- and
middle-income countries incur during illness were included in the analysis, namely indirect
costs due to lost productivity and the direct costs of obtaining health goods and services [25].
Countries. The countries included in the analysis were the ones with disease cases for
each sequela according to the GBD study. The list of countries differs according to disease and
sequela. The list of countries per disease can be accessed by using the open-access web-based
dissemination tool available here: https://erasmusmcmgz.shinyapps.io/dissemination/. [20]

Productivity loss
The annual productivity loss per NTD was calculated using the formula shown below (Fig 1).
The costs per country and NTD were calculated independently for both counterfactual and
target achievement scenarios. The economic benefit was obtained by comparing the target
achievement scenario to the counterfactual scenario. Global and region-specific benefits were
estimated by adding up the benefits of all countries or the countries within a specific region.
Prevalent cases. The number of prevalent cases refers to the average number of cases per
country, age group, and sex with a specific disease sequela in any particular moment in a year. The
numbers of disease cases of each year in the period 2011–2030 for both the counterfactual and the
target achievement scenarios were calculated by de Vlas et al. and used in our analyses [20].
Only individuals older than 15 years were included in the calculation of productivity loss.
The lower age limit of 15 was chosen since it is often used by the International Labour Organization (ILO) [29], even though we know that a significant percentage of children aged 5–14
years works in developing countries (sometimes as high as 27%), especially in rural settings.
[30,31] All cases older than 65 years were included in the calculations, assuming they would
continue to work after this age, since only a small proportion of people effectively receive a
pension in developing countries (median: 7%); people living below the US$ 2/day poverty line
are even considered not to have any effective basic social protection. [32,33].
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Fig 1. General formula for calculating productivity loss.

TPC = Total productivity costs (in US$ 2005)
NTD = Neglected Tropical Disease
c = Country
y = Year
PS1 = Number of prevalent cases aged 15+ years with sequela 1
PS2 = Number of prevalent cases aged 15+ years with sequela 2
PLs1 = % productivity loss related to sequela 1 of NTD
PLs2 = % productivity loss related to sequela 2 of NTD
I = GDP per capita in the lowest quintile
D = Annual discount rate (%)
t = Time (years beyond 2010).
doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0005289.g001

Productivity loss associated with disease. Productivity loss refers to the amount of time
spent on economic activity that is lost due to a specific disease sequela. Economic activity
includes time spent in the formal labor market but also time spent on self-sufficient farming,
time spent on domestic chores or other unpaid activities. [34,35]
Estimates of the productive time lost due to a specific NTD sequela were not easily
obtained, since published literature of population-based studies on this topic is scarce. [36] To
address this issue, previous studies have used disability weights as a proxy for extent of productivity loss, assuming a linear relationship between productivity and the disability weight
[37,38]. However, there are many reasons to believe that disability weights are not appropriate
indicators for productivity loss, since a variety of different health states have almost the same
disability weights even though they may result in differing degrees of productivity loss. For
example, in the most recent set of disability weights (GBD 2010), blindness has a weight of
0.195, severe anemia has a weight of 0.164 and disfigurement (level 2 with itch or pain) has a
weight of (0.187). [21] It seems rather implausible that these various health states lead to the
same amount of productivity loss. Perhaps more importantly, the latest published disability
weights from 2010 sometimes differ dramatically from previous values. For instance, the most
recent weight for blindness is 0.195, much lower than the previous weight of 0.60 [39].
We therefore performed a comprehensive search of the literature to determine the most
appropriate estimates of productivity loss related to NTDs. [36] Results were translated into
annual proportions of productivity loss per sequela, assuming 300 working days per year [40].
If several estimates of productivity loss were identified in the literature review, we used the
lowest value found as the base-case value to keep the estimates conservative. One exception
was lymphatic filariasis, where we chose to use the values reported by an earlier review [40]. If
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no estimates of productivity losses were available in the literature, assumptions were made
based on the productivity loss of similar sequelae caused by other diseases.
Table 1 shows the percentage of annual productivity loss per sequela, which ranges from
0% for sequela like mild onchocerciasis skin disease to 79% for blindness. The table shows
additional information for onchocerciasis and trachoma since the GBD study only reported
the number of cases per disease sequela and not the number in each level of severity. For example, for vision loss due to onchocerciasis, only the numbers of cases with vision loss were
reported and not the numbers with blindness, severe vision loss and moderate vision loss.
Therefore, in order to calculate an overall estimate of productivity loss, we had to combine our
estimates of productivity loss per severity level with the estimated frequencies of the different
severity levels (i.e., the ‘case mix’). Table 1 therefore shows the productivity loss according to
severity and case mix regarding severity for onchocerciasis and trachoma. The minimum and
maximum estimates of productivity loss are shown in the sensitivity analysis section.
Productivity losses associated with long-term cognitive impairment due to helminthic
infections and productivity compensation mechanisms were not calculated in our analyses.
This is discussed later in the Discussion section.
Income. In this study, income refers to annual income losses to patients as a consequence
of NTD sequela. As in earlier economic impact studies of NTDs, productivity loss was calculated by using the human capital approach, which uses income to place monetary terms on
healthy time [25,40,41]. The human capital approach has been criticized for its use in the estimation of productivity losses experienced by society as a whole, in part because it assumes full
employment (i.e. that there are no unemployed individuals to replace the sick ones). [25] We
limit our analysis to the productivity loss of affected individuals.
Estimating the income of individuals with NTDs is difficult, since these diseases are mainly
prevalent in rural areas where self-sufficient farming is one of the most–and sometimes the
most—important sources of revenue [9]. Previous economic analyses of NTDs have applied
different methods to estimate the rural wage, including use of GDP per capita, average agricultural value added per worker and the lowest wage estimate from different predefined wage
sources [37,38,40].
We compared the GDP per capita of the lowest quintile with the minimum nominal annual
wage (both 2010 PPP), for the endemic countries with the highest number of prevalent cases
(which would have the highest impact on the final results), showing that the minimum wage
would still be higher. Since NTDs are generally known as diseases of the poorest, we decided
to use the GDP per capita of the lowest income quintile for the calculations of this study, and
use only one data source for income instead of several (this parameter was varied with the lowest decile and the second lowest quintile in the sensitivity analysis). The World Bank Development Indicators website provided the data needed to calculate the average GDP per capita in
the different quintiles since this website reports the GDP per capita (PPP) in international dollars of the year 2005 and income shares of the population in the different quintiles [42]. In the
rare cases where information about GDP per capita or income shares of the year 2010 for a
country was missing, we used data from preceding years; if no information from any year was
available, we used the average of surrounding countries. In order to keep estimates conservative, we assumed that income and income shares remained constant over time, and we did not
adjust income for labor force participation or age-related income patterns.

Out-of-pocket payments
We used one general formula to estimate the total out-of-pocket payments (OPPs) (Fig 2).
This formula was applied for each country and NTD separately, for both the counterfactual
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Table 1. Estimates of productivity loss used in the calculations of economic benefit.
Base case—Annual productivity loss

Sources

Case1 Mix

Lymphedema

16%

[43–50]

N.A.

N.A.

Hydrocele

15%

[44,47,49,51,52]

N.A.

N.A.

Blindness

79%

[53]

29%

4

5

49.8%

Severe

38%

Idem[54]

12%

4

5

49.8%

Moderate

38%

Idem[54]

59%

4

5

49.8%

Moderate

10%

[55]

32%

4

Mild

0%

Assumption

68%

4

Acute episode

0%

[21]

N.A.

Mild diarrhea

3%

[54]

N.A.

Hepatomegaly

3%

Idem[54]

N.A.

7

N.A.

Dysuria

1.6%

[56]

N.A.

7

N.A.

Bladder pathology

1.6%

Idem[54]

N.A.

7

N.A.

Hydronephrosis

1.6%

Idem[54]

N.A.

7

N.A.

Hematemesis

100%

[54,57,58]

N.A.

Ascites

100%

Idem[54]

N.A.

Anemia

7%

[59–65]

N.A.

3

N.A.

Disease & Sequela

Severity

Sources

Remarks

Weighted productivity loss per sequela

Lymphatic filariasis

Onchocerciasis
Vision loss

Skin disease

3.2%
6

3.2%

2

N.A.

Schistosomiasis

N.A.

N.A.
N.A.

Soil-transmitted helminths
Ascariasis

Infestation

6%

[64,65]

N.A.

6

N.A.

Trichuriasis

Infestation

6%

Idem

N.A.

6

N.A.

Hookworm

Infestation

6%

Idem

N.A.

6

N.A.

Hookworm

Anemia

6%

[59–65]

N.A.

6

N.A.

Ascariasis

Mild abdominopelvic problems

0%

[21]

N.A.

2

N.A.

Trichuriasis

Mild abdominopelvic problems

0%

Idem

N.A.

2

N.A.

Hookworm

Mild abdominopelvic problems

0%

Idem

N.A.

2

N.A.

Ascariasis

Severe wasting

0%

[21]

N.A.

8

N.A.

Trichuriasis

Severe wasting

0%

Idem

N.A.

8

N.A.

Hookworm

Severe wasting

0%

Idem

N.A.

8

N.A.

Blindness

79%

[53]

35%

4

9

32%

Severe Visual Impairment

38%

[53]

10%

4

9

32%

Moderate Visual Impairment

0%

Assumption

55%

4

9

32%

Trachoma
Vision Loss

1. Case mix represents the distribution of the different degrees of severity within a disease sequela. Since the prevalent case estimates were only available
per disease sequela and not severity, productivity loss values of the different degrees of severity were combined with the case mix to calculate a frequencyweighted value of productivity loss for that sequela. For sequelae with only one level of severity, the productivity loss value was applied to all prevalent
cases.
2. The lay description used in the GBD study to describe some sequelae indicated that the sequela “did not interfere / did not impose difficulties with daily
activities”, therefore productivity loss assumed 0%.
3. Even though productivity loss due to schistosomiasis and STH-related anemia was based on the same studies, the actual degree of productivity loss
differed between the diseases. The GBD documentation describes a higher mean hemoglobin loss due to schistosomiasis (2.8 g/L) than the loss due to
hookworm (2.08 g/L). Since the literature showed a linear relationship between hemoglobin loss and productivity loss, this proportion was kept in the
calculations of the productivity loss due to schistosomiasis and hookworm anemia (higher percentage of productivity loss due to schistosomiasis anemia
than to hookworm anemia).[59,62].
4. Case-mix values from the GBD study documentation and from the assumptions used by de Vlas et al.[20].
5. Evans et al. made no distinction between moderate and severe visual impairment. We assumed that Evans considered the productivity loss from low
vision a weighted average of moderate and severe impairment and that the distribution of moderately and severely impaired persons was equal to the
distribution used in the GBD study.
6. To ensure a conservative estimate.
7. According to the GBD study, the sequela “did not interfere/did not impose difficulties with daily activities”. Since clinical experience and literature have
shown that they interfere with daily activities, productivity loss was not assumed to be 0%.
8. GBD data reported only cases amongst children younger than 5 years, which fell outside the scope of our definition of economically active population of
15+ years.
9. Productivity loss estimates were based on the study of onchocerciasis by Evans et al. since no studies of trachoma-related productivity loss were found
and since the GBD descriptions of visual impairment from onchocerciasis and trachoma are similar. Average productivity loss from trachoma differed from
that of onchocerciasis because of differences in case mix regarding severity. 0% productivity loss was attributed to moderate visual impairment caused by
trachoma to ensure a conservative estimate.
doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0005289.t001
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Fig 2. General formula for calculating out-of-pocket payments.

TDC = Total Direct Costs (in US$ 2005)
NTD = Neglected Tropical Disease
c = Country
y = Year PS1 = Number of prevalent cases with sequela 1
PS2 = Number of prevalent cases with sequela 2
DCS1 = Annual direct costs sequela 1
DCS2 = Annual direct costs sequela 2
H = percentage of individuals seeking health care
D = Annual discount rate (%)
t = Time (years beyond 2010).
doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0005289.g002

and the target achievement scenarios (Fig 2). The economic benefit was calculated by taking
the difference between the results using the target achievement scenario and the results using
the counterfactual scenario. Global and region-specific benefits were estimated by adding up
the benefits of all countries or the countries within a specific region. In contrast to the estimation of the productivity loss, that was calculated for individuals older than 15 years, OPPs were
calculated for all prevalent cases, including children, since these costs are unrelated to the ability to work.
Prevalence of NTDs and their sequelae. The same prevalence estimates used to calculate
the productivity loss were used to calculate the OPPs.
Annual direct costs. Direct costs for health care refer to the costs that arise from seeking
treatment to enhance or restore health and are paid for by the patient himself (e.g. payments
made to health practitioners or suppliers of pharmaceuticals) [25]. Our literature review showed
that relatively few studies have quantified direct costs for the five PCT diseases. This is not surprising considering that many drugs to cure these five diseases are donated for free by several
international partnerships. [16,17] In this case, costs to the individual were assumed to be zero
(except for LF, as explained below) even though individuals receiving free treatment might bear
travel, escort, accommodation, food and other costs themselves. Another reason for the scarcity
of information on direct costs is that initial complaints are often not considered important
enough to seek health care, and once chronic sequelae have developed, only palliative measures
can be taken, for instance onchocerciasis, trachoma, or lymphatic filariasis. [43–50,55]
We assumed that blindness and skin disease due to onchocerciasis do not lead to any
substantial out-of-pocket payments. First, there is no treatment for blindness, which is irreversible. Second, in the absence of a control program, skin disease is often not considered
important enough for patients to seek health care. [66] We therefore ignored any additional
costs since we did not expect any substantial additional costs for skin disease and since no publications describe additional OSD-related OPPs.
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Table 2. Direct costs used for lymphatic filariasis with lower and upper limits [between brackets].
LF Sequela

WHO region

Annual Direct Costs2 (int US$) Patients Seeking Treatment Patients that have ADLA Source

ADLA1 Lymphedema

WHO AFRO3

0.36 [0.6–1.25]

WHO SEARO4

5.60 [0.93–19.43]

WHO WPRO5

19.60 [3.27–68.1]

WHO AMRO6

6.009 [1.0–20.82]

7

ADLA Hydrocele

Chronic
Lymphedema
Chronic Hydrocele

WHO EMRO

0.36 [0.06–1.25]

All GPELF
countries8

6.00 [1.0–20.82]

95% [90–95%]

[40]

India11

(same as SEARO)

85% [65% - 98%]

95% [90–95%]

[40,43,44,80]

WHO AFRO

0.18 [0.3–0.62]

65% [55% - 70%]

70% [45% - 90%]

[40]

WHO SEARO

2.80 [0.47–9.72]

WHO WPRO

9.80 [1.63–34.01]

WHO AMRO

0.18 [0.03–0.62]

WHO EMRO

0.18 [0.03–0.62]

All GPELF countries

3.00 [0.50–10.41]

India11

(same as SEARO)

85% [65% - 98%]

70% [45% - 90%]

[40,43,44,80]

All regions

4.3 [0.85–15.0]

50% [30–55%]

-

[40]

65% [49–74%]

-

[40,43,80]

2.9 [0.55–10.05]

40% [20–50%]

-

[40]

60% [49–74%]

-

India11
10

65% [55% - 70%]

All regions
India11

1. ADLA—acute dermatolymphangioadenitis.
2. Based on an average of two ADLA episodes a year for hydrocele and four ADLA episodes a year for lymphedema [40].
3. WHO AFRO—World Health Organization African Region.
4. WHO SEARO—World Health Organization Region South-East Asia.
5. WHO WPRO—World Health Organization Western Pacific Region.
6. WHO AMRO—World Health Organization Americas Region.
7. WHO EMRO—World Health Organization Eastern Mediterranean Region.
8. GPELF–Global Programme to Eliminate Lymphatic Filariasis.
9. Since the region-specific estimate was not mentioned, the global average was used [40].
10. Hydrocelectomy already included in the chronic cost of hydrocele.
11. Different estimates were used for India due to more primary data available suggesting estimates differ from other regions. [40].
doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0005289.t002

Soil-transmitted helminthiasis and schistosomiasis were assumed to be cured with the antiparasitic medication, resulting in minimal chronic sequelae and costs. [67,68]
Just as with blindness due to onchocerciasis, blindness and low vision due to trachoma
were assumed not to lead to any OPPs. This is not to say that no OPPs are expected, since previous studies have shown that patients with trichiasis can be treated surgically, which can result
in additional spending for patients despite the fact that surgery is often provided for free.[69–
74] However, since prevalence estimates of trichiasis were not included in the GBD database,
trichiasis-related OPPs (and productivity costs) could not be included in this study.
Previous studies on lymphatic filariasis have shown that the expenditures of patients seeking treatment due to LF sequelae are not negligible, even after they are treated with anti-parasitic drugs. [40,43,44,46,47,52,75–83] Therefore, we calculated the direct costs arising from
lymphedema and hydrocele. Annual out-of-pocket payment costs were calculated for each
WHO region separately since treatment type and costs can vary between regions. Table 2
shows the values used to estimate the OPPs for LF, which were kept constant over time. These
values, used in the study by Chu et al., included costs for medicines, consultation fees, transport, food, accommodation and others. They were not only divided according to sequela, but
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also by WHO region, with the exception of India, for which country-specific estimates were
available. [40]
Percentage of patients seeking care. Percentage of patients seeking care refers to the percentage of patients who seek treatment for that NTD sequela (shown in Table 2).

Productivity gain of premature mortality averted
The number of productive years lost due to NTD-related premature mortality was estimated
using country-, age-, and sex-specific mortality data for every year in the 1990–2030 period.
The number of lost work-years was determined for the two scenarios (counterfactual scenario
and target achievement scenario). The productive years lost per person were estimated by
comparing the year in which the person died due to an NTD (e.g., ascariasis) and the year in
which the person would otherwise have died according to country-specific life expectancies.
The difference between these two years reflected the total number of productive years lost due
to an NTD. We then restricted these lost productive years to the time period used in our analyses (i.e., 2011–2030). Economic benefit in the 2011–2030 period was calculated by combining
the lost productive years with income per person.

Sensitivity analysis
Economic benefit was calculated by combining various base-case values for disease prevalence,
income, and productivity loss. This raised the question of how much the estimate of benefit
would change if the values of the different input parameters were to change. Probabilistic sensitivity analyses were therefore performed to determine how much the statistical uncertainty
about the values of input parameters influenced the estimated economic impact. In these analyses the values of three input parameters were allowed to vary simultaneously, assuming that
there was no correlation between the values of the different parameters.
The input parameters in our analysis included: 1) the GBD estimates of disease prevalence
in 2010; 2) percentage of productivity loss and OPP per individual, and 3) income. The values
of these parameters were varied using a beta PERT distribution in combination with the point
estimate and the upper and lower limits for each input parameter. The limits used were based
on different data sources or unavoidable assumptions. Table 3 shows the upper and lower limits used for the uncertainty regarding prevalence, productivity loss and income, per disease,
while Table 2 shows the upper and lower limits used for the calculations related to OPPs.
The importance of uncertainty about the prevalence in 2010 and the years thereafter was
examined by applying the country-specific upper and lower confidence intervals of the GBD
estimates for 2010 to all the years in the 2010–2030 period.
Table 3. Lower and upper limits used in the sensitivity analyses.
Estimates of productivity loss 1

Relative uncertainty in global prevalence in 2010

Estimates of income

Lower limit Point estimate Upper limit Lower limit Point estimate Upper limit Lower limit Point estimate Upper limit
Lymphatic filariasis 0.886

1.000

1.136

10%

15%

20%

0.871

1.000

1.424

Onchocerciasis

1.000

1.103

14%

17%

30%

0.836

1.000

1.673

0.936

Schistosomiasis

0.987

1.000

1.027

2.5%

4%

18%

0.815

1.000

2.352

STH (anemia)

0.861

1.000

1.228

3%

6%

12%

0.766

1.000

2.106

3%

6%

9%

0.694

1.000

1.421

16%

32%

63%

0.871

1.000

1.424

STH (infestation)
Trachoma

1. The productivity loss estimates seen in Table 1 are here shown as frequency-weighted estimates per sequela and per disease with their respective upper
and lower limits used in the sensitivity analysis.
doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0005289.t003
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Uncertainty about the actual productivity loss and OPP from having one of the five diseases
was addressed by using the highest and lowest values from studies with sufficient quality
found through the literature review and estimating a frequency-weighted estimate of productivity loss and OPP per disease.
The variation in the income estimates was based on the variation of income of the country
with the highest number of prevalent cases for each disease. The lower limit was the average
income in the lowest decile, while the upper limit was the average income in the second-highest quintile of these countries. The ratio between the income in the lowest quintile (point estimate) and the income in the lowest decile and second-highest quintile (limits) in these
countries was then applied to the general income variation.
Since the sensitivity analysis was performed varying these three variables simultaneously,
the actual lower and upper limits in the sensitivity analysis were broader than the individual
ones shown by Table 3.

Return on investment
We calculated a rough estimate of the net return on investment (ROI) from 1990 to 2020
(NTD Roadmap targets) and to 2030 (the SDG target). Net ROI is the present value of the benefit to affected individuals minus the present value of the cost to public and philanthropic
funders, divided by the present value of the cost to public and philanthropic funders. We used
the economic benefit to affected individuals of averted OPP and productivity loss calculated in
this study, and the investment costs based on recent WHO estimates from the Third Report
on Neglected Tropical Diseases. [22]
We converted the I$ 2010 benefits to US$ 2015, for direct comparison to the investment
targets. Evidently, part of these benefits is attributable to investments made before 2011; in calculating benefits net of costs we therefore had to estimate investments in the period 1990–
2010. We conservatively assumed that investments in the period 1990–2010 were at the same
level of those in 2011 (in real terms). 1990 is assumed to mark the beginning of concerted
global efforts to control most NTDs and 2011 is assumed to mark the beginning of the recent
scale-up in investment to eliminate them. In reality, investments before 2011 were probably
lower than this in most countries. Investments in improving housing and water and sanitation
that occurred over the same period were not considered, since these were not targeted at the
NTDs but nonetheless contributed to their control. We did not estimate the ROI for middle
and low income settings separately due to lack of the necessary data on investments. We
applied a discount rate of 3% per annum for both costs and benefits. [84]

Results
Timing of economic benefits
Fig 3 shows the pattern of the global productivity loss over time (1990–2030) of onchocerciasis
skin disease. Onchocerciasis skin disease serves as an example; however for other diseases similar patterns can be seen.
The blue bars in Fig 3 represent the total global loss per year in the counterfactual scenario.
The increase in loss over time is simply a result of population growth. The orange bars represent the global loss in the target achievement scenario, which gradually reduces over time. The
difference between the blue and the orange bars is the economic benefit.
As a result of fewer cases after the targets are achieved in 2020, the benefits for the period
2021–2030 will be higher than for the period 2011–2020 (Table 4). For some disease sequelae
the differences between the two periods will be significant (e.g. trachoma-related blindness)
whereas for other diseases the difference is small (e.g. onchocerciasis skin disease). This can
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Fig 3. Productivity loss due to skin disease from onchocerciasis according to the counterfactual and
target achievement scenarios (millions I$—international dollars) Total global loss per year in the
counterfactual scenario (blue) and target achievement scenario (orange). The economic benefit is the
difference between both scenarios.
doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0005289.g003

partly be explained by the differences in the targets between the diseases, which will affect the
numbers of cases expected in 2020 when the targets are achieved. [16,17] More importantly,
some disease sequelae are reversible whereas others are irreversible. Reversible sequelae can be
cured or prevented (e.g. skin disease) whereas irreversible sequelae (e.g. blindness) can only be
prevented. As a result, it is expected that the number of patients with reversible sequelae will
decrease quickly and few patients will persist after 2020. In contrast, the prevalence of irreversible sequelae will decline more gradually and will persist for many years after 2020.

Total global overview of the economic benefit from averted productivity
loss
As a result of achieving the London Declaration targets for the five PCT diseases many individuals will be cured or prevented from having one of these diseases. This can lead to economic
benefits for individuals by averting direct treatment costs in terms of OPPs and indirect productivity losses. This can result in billions of dollars of benefit per disease on a global scale,
with a total of I$ 250.6 billion (US$ 102 billion) productivity costs averted for the period 2011–
2020 and I$ 312.8 billion (US$ 127 billion) for 2021–2030 for the five PCT diseases together
(Table 4). The 2.5th and 97.5th percentile values calculated through the sensitivity analyses are I
$ 186.6–346.3 billion and I$ 233.0–432.4 billion respectively (US$ 76.2–141.4 billion and US$
86.1–203.4 billion), for the same periods.
Table 4 shows the global base case economic gain per disease sequela, for the periods 2011–
2020 (before target achievement) and 2021–2030 (after target achievement) and the totals,
with the 2.5th and 97.5th percentile calculated in the sensitivity analysis. Fig 4 shows the total
values per disease (in I$) together with the sensitivity analysis diagram of the calculations of
the total economic benefit of achieving the 2020 targets for the PCT diseases.
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Table 4. Total economic benefit from productivity loss averted, base case estimates and 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles (billions I$—international dollars and US$—US dollars, discounting 3% from 2010).
Disease

Sequelae

Lymphatic filariasis

Lymphedema

Onchocerciasis

Schistosomiasis

STH

Trachoma

Base Case Estimates I$—International dollars

Base Case Estimates US$—US dollars

2011–2020

2021–2030

2011–2020

2021–2030

$ 12.7

$ 16.7

$ 4.4

$ 5.9

Hydrocele

$ 18.1

$ 22.8

$ 6.1

$ 7.9

Total

$ 30.8 [22.6–41.1]1

$ 39.5 [28.9–52.8]1

$ 10.5 [7.7–14.0]1

13.8 [10.1–18.4]1

Skin disease

$ 0.68

$ 0.86

$ 0.32

$ 0.41

Vision loss

$ 1.9

$ 3.6

$ 0.87

1

1

$ 1.7
1

$ 2.11 [1.52–3.27]1

Total

$ 2.6 [1.9–4.0]

$ 4.4 [3.2–6.9]

Anemia

$ 8.7

$ 17.7

$ 3.7

$ 7.5

Ascites

$ 0.38

$ 1.4

$ 0.2

$ 0.7

Bladder pathology

$ 0.17

$ 0.63

$ 0.1

$ 0.3

Dysuria

$ 0.62

$ 1.5

$ 0.3

$ 0.7

Hematemesis

$ 0.18

$ 0.66

$ 0.1

$ 0.3

Hepatomegaly

$ 0.96

$ 2.3

$ 0.4

$ 1.1

Hydronephrosis

$ 0.56

$ 1.37

$ 0.3

Mild diarrhea

$ 0.6

2

$ 1.5

2

Schistosomiasis deaths

$ 0.85

Total

$ 12.4 [6.2–35.0]1

Ascariasis deaths
Ascariasis infestation

$ 1.19 [0.88–1.84]

$ 0.6
2

$ 0.7 2

$ 1.7

$ 0.37

$ 0.74

$ 27.4 [13.6–77.2]1

$ 5.5 [2.7–15.4]1

$ 11.9 [5.9–33.7]1

$ 0.03

$ 0.1

$ 0.01

$ 0.04

$ 47.1

$ 43.5

$ 19.8

$ 18.2

Hookworm anemia

$ 116.8

$ 142.8

$ 48.3

$ 58.7

Hookworm infestation

$ 25.1

$ 28.0

$ 10.4

$ 11.5

Trichuriasis infestation

$ 13.6

$ 16.5

$ 5.9

$ 202.8 [141.0–303.4]

$ 231.0 [160.5–345.6]

$ 84.4 [58.7–126.4]

95.7 [66.6–143.4]1

Vision loss

$ 1.9

$ 10.4

$ 0.71

$ 3.6

Total

$ 1.9 [1.0–3.3]

$ 10.4 [5.5–17.8]

$ 0.71 [0.37–1.23]1

1

$ 250.6 [186.6–346.3]

1

$ 7.3

Total

Total (all diseases)

1

$ 0.3

1

$ 312.8 [233.0–432.4]

1

$ 3.6 [1.25–6.16]1
1

$ 102.3 [76.2–141.4]

127.2 [86.1–203.4]1

1. Sensitivity analyses’ 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles between brackets.
2. Reported in millions International (I$) and US Dollars (US$) due to the comparatively small numbers.
doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0005289.t004

The disease that is responsible for the largest economic benefits is clearly STH, especially
the anemia sequela (Figs 4 and 5), accounting for almost 60% of the benefits from reaching the
targets for STH. Even though it causes a relatively low productivity loss, this finding can be
explained by the widespread distribution of STH.
Fig 6 highlights the regional variation in the economic benefit, per WHO region. [85]
Unsurprisingly, when China is included, the Western Pacific region clearly outweighs the benefits of all the other regions, mainly due to the control of STH. The South East Asia region has
the highest benefits when China is not included, which is due to the impact in India.

Out-of-pocket payments versus productivity loss
Economic benefit due to prevention of lost working time is considerably higher compared to
the benefit due to the prevention of direct OPP (I$ 31 billion vs I$ 0.72 billion in 2011–2020
and I$ 40 billion vs I$ 0.96 billion in 2021–2030, corresponding to US$ 11 billion vs US$ 0.25
billion and US$ 14 billion vs US$ 0.33 billion in the same periods). This is attributable to relatively inexpensive medicines compared to income.
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Fig 4. Global economic benefit (productivity loss prevented) for the period 2011–2030 (billions I$—international dollars) Global economic benefit
from reaching the targets for 5 PCT diseases, lower and upper estimates from sensitivity analysis.
doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0005289.g004

Economic benefit of averted premature mortality
The economic benefit from averted premature mortality was rather small compared to the
benefit of averted morbidity, amounting to just 0.48% of the total economic benefit for the
period 2011–2030. Within the diseases that presented death cases, it corresponded to 0.03% of
the STH benefit and 6.41% of the schistosomiasis benefit.

Return on investment
The ROI was calculated considering a benefit to individuals of US$ 119.7 billion in the period
2015–2020 and US$ 399 billion in the period 2015–2030, if the 2020 targets for PCT diseases
were to be met and considering costs to funders of US$ 2.8 billion and US$ 6.2 billion in the
same periods.
The net benefit is US$ 27.4 for every dollar invested during the period 1990–2020 and US$
42.8 for every dollar invested in the period 1990–2030 (best estimates). More detailed information on the ROI and the internal rate of return per WHO region, as well as other
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Fig 5. Global economic benefit or reaching the targets for STH (point estimates), per disease sequela for the period 2011–2030 (billions I$—
international dollars) STH is the disease responsible for the largest economic impact, especially the anemia sequela. The 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles
calculated in the sensitivity analysis are shown in the diagram.
doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0005289.g005

considerations on the investment case of ending/controlling NTD can be found in a forthcoming publication. [84]
The health benefits calculated by De Vlas et al and the economic benefits shown here will
be publicly available through the open access website: https://erasmusmcmgz.shinyapps.io/
dissemination/.

Discussion
This is the first study estimating the global economic benefits of achieving WHO Roadmap
targets endorsed by the London Declaration for the five PCT diseases. Prevalence estimates
based on the GBD study, productivity loss and OPP values based on published literature and
income estimates based on World Development Indicators data were used. The productivity
costs were calculated using the human capital approach and reported separately from the
OPPs [25]. Averted costs were calculated by comparing expected costs of the target achievement scenario with a counterfactual scenario.
Our findings suggest that by averting the five PCT disease, a total of I$ 563 billion (US$ 229
billion) of productivity loss and I$1.7 billion (US$ 0.58 billion) OPPs can be averted over the
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Fig 6. Economic benefit of reaching the PCT targets per WHO region, with and without China Regional
variation in the economic benefit, per WHO region, where the Western Pacific region outweighs the benefits of
all the other regions when China is included, mainly due to the control of STH. The South East Asia region has
the highest benefits when China is not included, due to the impact in India.
doi:10.1371/journal.pntd.0005289.g006

20 year time period 2010–2030. This implies that roughly I$ 28 billion (US$ 11 billion) on productivity loss only can be averted annually.

General approach
We used the human capital approach to calculate the productivity loss. Although this method
is generally used and therefore increases comparability with previous studies, some would
argue that it overestimates the actual productivity loss from the societal perspective [86]. Since
we focused on the economic loss to individuals affected by NTDs, the alternative approach of
the friction cost method (which focuses only on the lost productivity until a replacement can
be found) was not considered. The consequences of the five PCT diseases are often chronic in
nature, which mostly leads to reduced productivity while working (presenteeism) rather than
lost work days (absenteeism). For instance, someone with itching due to onchocerciasis will
still be able to work but will be less productive at work due to the distracting itching and constant scratching, or a tea plucker with hookworm anemia will not be absent from work, but
will earn less due to fewer kilograms of tea plucked. [87,88] While these workers could also be
replaced with healthier workers, this is less likely since they are still showing up for work.
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Therefore, use of the friction method is not expected to have a substantial effect on the estimated economic benefit. This means that the aggregation of individual costs does not exactly
represent the total societal cost, since individuals’ productivity losses are still compensated by a
variety of mechanisms in the societal level. Some of these mechanisms, for instance household
coping strategies and work compensation will be discussed later in this section.
The link between income and productivity depends on more factors than only labor. In the
systematic literature review we performed for this study [36], most publications reported productivity in terms of days/hours of work although some publications reported it in terms of
output (as kilograms of tea plucked a day, or square meters of constructed road a day). A linear
relationship between health and productivity was not always seen and most of the time there
was not enough information on this issue. Therefore, and also because of using conservative
values for productivity loss, we assumed that average productivity gain would equal marginal
productivity gain. The lack of information in the literature prevents us from knowing if this
would have under- or overestimated the results.
The impact of NTDs on productivity amongst agricultural families is worth commenting
on in more detail since NTDs can lead to productivity loss in different ways. To start with,
affected families might own less land than unaffected families as a direct result of NTD-related
productivity loss. Oladepo et al reported that ‘farmers with OSD (Onchocercal Skin Disease)
had significantly less farmland under cultivation (9,117 m2) than those with no OSD (13,850
m2)’. But even with a fixed amount of land, healthy farmers could be able to increase their productivity in different ways, including: harvesting more than once a year (enabling them to
quickly harvest one crop and plant another); investing more energy in site preparation, which
requires more physical strength (e.g., to remove stones and dead trees); working in steep areas
that would otherwise be underutilized; and being capable of investing more energy in ameliorating compaction, aeration, soil moisture status, and weeding. It is worth noting that land
preparation is by far the most time-consuming activity for the farmer and family, and that
weeding accounts for more than 60 percent of the time a peasant farmer spends on the land.
[8–92]
Household coping strategies and social security were not included in the calculations. However, household coping strategies can have several effects on the total costs that the illness of a
family member can cause for the household. Coping strategies can reduce the impact of lost
productivity because another household member can take over the work. For the individual
patient these costs are still onerous and may lead to overwhelming effects. Patients may need
to borrow money to pay for the treatment or forgo treatment if they cannot afford it. [40] On
the other hand, when, for example, children step in and take over the work of their ill parents,
they cannot go to school and may therefore have more limited career opportunities later in
life. [25]
Productivity loss due to subtle morbidities (for schistosomiasis and STH) as well as productivity loss by informal care were not included in this analysis. The reason for not including the
subtle morbidities is that these are not part of the GBD study. However, previous research has
shown that subtle morbidity affects people later in life since they may often become trapped in
poverty due to low-salary jobs and poorer school performance. [93–96] The productivity loss
of caregivers of the blind due to trachoma or onchocerciasis or the severely affected by lymphedema or hydrocele is also not negligible although very little data is currently available.[97]
Excluding the effects of subtle morbidity and informal care on productivity loss leads to an
underestimation of the economic benefit.
Large differences in economic benefit can be seen between diseases and countries/regions,
since economic benefit clearly depends on disease prevalence in a country, the impact that the
disease has on productivity and OPPs and income. Comparisons between diseases can only be
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made with caution. For one, the data limitations and potential biases in the methodology affect
the different diseases differently. Furthermore, when multiple diseases can be treated in one
single visit, it does not make sense to look at the economic returns from just one disease at a
time. Integrated delivery of medicines and preventive efforts means that these returns are in
fact complementary. The economic returns from investments in NTDs also depend on how
productivity is valued in monetary terms, but the gains are not restricted to them. Physical and
mental health of billions of people will be gained with the control/elimination and eradication
of NTDs, and attributing exclusively monetary value to these domains in terms of productivity
gain underestimates this much bigger gain, of which increased productivity is only a by-product. Therefore, the economic benefit of controlling NTDs (as calculated here) should not be
the only argument driving policymaking.
Productivity loss is often minimized by compensating mechanisms, which from the perspective of the individual could be for instance cancelling or postponing work, working extra
hours to compensate, or having colleagues compensate for the lost productivity. [98,99] To
our knowledge, there is no description in the literature of compensating mechanisms in Lowand Middle-Income Countries (LMIC), and the ones described for firms in developed countries do not necessarily reflect the reality of agricultural families/workers in developing countries. [100] Also, the more chronic nature of sequelae of NTDs leaves less room for work
compensation, and some do not even enable people to work due to their severity, such as hepatomegaly or splenomegaly in schistosomiasis, heart failure in Chagas disease, blindness in
onchocerciasis and others. Therefore, we do not know the extent to which work compensating
mechanisms would have changed the results, but for the reasons just mentioned, probably the
results would not change much. [101–103]

Technical validity
R scripts were written to construct technical validity/calibration of our Excel calculations. The
R scripts are completely independent of the Excel calculations and use the same original data
(GBD, UNPOP, GDP, productivity loss) as the Excel sheets (though transformed). The few differences we found led to the improvement of the formulae for some of the diseases and later
matching of the results, but the general programming in Excel did not change. R scripts and
example Excel sheets can be found in the Supporting Information.

Data sources
Prevalent cases. The numbers of prevalent cases were drawn from the 1990 and 2010
GBD estimates and the calculations made by De Vlas et al. [20] The GBD data on which prevalence estimates were based already contained uncertainty ranges, varying in relative terms
from 10% less to 40% more compared to the mean (Table 3), depending on availability of
country and disease-specific epidemiological data. [20] This uncertainty increased as the GBD
numbers were extrapolated over time to estimate the annual prevalence estimates for the
period 2010–2030.
In this sense, the extrapolation of the counterfactual estimates may be questioned for several
countries that have experienced rapid and large economic growth since 1990, and consequently have not maintained the same epidemiological situation for NTDs as in 1990, as De
Vlas et al. have argued. [20] This would mean that the difference between the prevalent cases
of the two scenarios would be somewhat smaller. If we take the disease with the biggest economic impact, STH, we would see that more than half of the STH benefits are gained in China
due to the possibly overestimated difference between the two scenarios [104]. Nevertheless, if
we present the economic benefits excluding the results for China, we would have a lower but
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still substantial total productivity gain of I$ 126.1 billion for 2011–2020 and I$ 195.8 billion for
2021–2030.
Productivity loss and out-of-pocket payments. Literature on productivity loss and outof-pocket payments was scarce and not available at all for some diseases. [36] As a result, a general global estimate of productivity loss was used for each sequela, which was sometimes based
on only one study. When no OPP or productivity loss values were available, other methods
were required to estimate productivity loss (e.g. use studies of other diseases with similar
sequelae). The few available studies were also often liable to several types of risk of bias, generating large uncertainty around the productivity loss estimates. [36] For instance, the productivity loss estimate used for four schistosomiasis disease sequelae was derived from one article by
Fenwick and Figenschou published in 1972, who assessed the difference in productivity of
cane cutters uninfected and infected with Schistosoma mansoni in Tanzania. [105] In fact, the
values of productivity loss used were based on studies performed in very specific contexts, i.e.
with tea pluckers, road workers, rubber tappers, farmers, in different countries. The generalizability of these studies to all persons with an NTD may be limited. First, by measuring the productivity loss in working populations, the results will suffer from the ‘healthy worker effect’,
since the productivity loss was measured in affected persons that are still able to work, not considering the ones too sick to work [106]. This would underestimate the productivity loss each
disease would cause. Second, the productivity loss estimated in the specific regional and working contexts is not necessarily the same for other professions (more or less strenuous, for
instance) or for other contexts. Extrapolation of the data from one specific context to others
was done due to lack of data, and, depending on the disease sequela, the profession and the
working environment, it might have over- or underestimated the extent of productivity loss.
The same productivity loss estimate was used for men and women, despite the fact that this
might not always be the case. First, cultural factors may restrict women’s activities to domestic
ones, which differ from farming and other occupations that men might have in the same culture; these differences could lead to different productivity losses. [44,46,48,96,107] Second,
when performing the same tasks, women can perform differently from men. [64] Third, the
same sequela can affect men and women differently. One example is anemia, which might be
more frequent and even more severe in women, aggravated by menstrual and birth blood loss,
breastfeeding depletion, [62] but might impact the productivity of men even more, since they
have more muscle mass and may perform more strenuous tasks than women and are therefore
more affected by less efficient blood oxygen transport. Many of the studies investigating productivity loss due to hookworm anemia in men found higher values (18.7–20%) than the ones
investigating women (5.4–6.32%). Others showed a bigger impact of anemia on people who
perform heavy work compared to those who do light work, so both the difference in severity
and the different nature of the jobs could lead to different estimates in productivity loss due to
anemia for both women and men.[59–64,108–110] At the same time, a recent systematic
review on the impact of hookworm infection and deworming on anemia did also not report
gender differences regarding this subject. [111]
As described in the methods, we assumed out-of-pocket payments for onchocerciasis, schistosomiasis, STH, and trachoma to be zero. We know that there are other costs that individuals
would have to bear besides transportation costs, such as food, accommodation, escort, diagnostic investigations or procedures (i.e. laboratory) and treatment. Since we did not have
enough information on all of these different costs for all PCT diseases and countries included
in this study, we assigned a zero value to the direct costs of PCTs (except for LF, as explained
before), which led to a conservative estimate of the OPPs.
Income. We used the GDP per capita of the lowest income quintile as a proxy for income
for the calculations of this study. Compared to the data sources used by other authors
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described above, the GDP per capita of the lowest quintile seems to be the most conservative
estimate without having to combine multiple data sources for income. For instance, when
comparing the GDP per capita of the lowest quintile with the minimum nominal annual wage
(both 2010 PPP) we would have $ 1592 versus $3453 for China, and $ 1333 versus $2288 for
India. [112,113] One could argue that the lowest quintile can refer either to the share of
income or of consumption, and that the lower quintile of the population is likely the recipient
of considerable transfers, so only part of the income would be earned, and therefore dependent
on the worker’s productivity. Hence, since NTDs are generally known as diseases of the poorest, using the GDP per capita of the lowest quintile would still overestimate the annual productivity loss of the affected populations. We therefore allowed income to vary to the GDP per
capita of the lowest decile in the sensitivity analysis.

Comparisons with the literature
To our knowledge only a small number of other studies have assessed economic benefits of
preventing or treating NTDs. However, these studies did not include all five PCT diseases but
examined one specific NTD per study, and most of them one specific country. Comprehensive
global assessments were not identified so far.
Frick et al. examined the economic impact of trachomatous visual loss in the year 2000. They
estimated an annual productivity cost of $2.9 billion (US$ 1995). This significantly differs from
our findings, with an annual average of $620 million for trachoma in the period 2011–2030. Frick
used a productivity loss based on disability weights (0.40 for low vision and 0.60 for blindness).
We used 79% for blindness but split low vision into severe visual impairment with 35% productivity loss and moderate visual impairment 0% productivity loss. Since trachomatous moderate
impairment (55%) is far more common than severe impairment (10%) this together resulted in a
much lower productivity loss for low vision compared to what Frick used, namely 6%.
Chu et al. (2010) examined the economic benefits resulting from a global program to eliminate LF. Chu et al. estimated productivity costs and OPP, but they used a different approach to
estimate the benefits. They quantified the clinical manifestations that would be averted, while
we used GBD sequelae; the health system, was included in their costs calculations, while our
approach was focused on the costs of the disease paid by the individual; they calculated the
economic benefit for a fixed cohort population, which led to lifetime economic benefits that
cannot be compared with our results for a 20-year period.

Limitations
The comprehensiveness of this economic analysis is limited by the paucity of country/regional
data regarding productivity loss and OPPs related to the different NTDs and their sequelae, as
well as the characteristics of the affected populations (e.g. income). In addition, assumptions
had to be made regarding the predictions of the prevalent cases of each NTD. Even though
sensitivity analyses were performed to estimate lower and upper limits of economic benefit,
better knowledge and understanding about the abovementioned parameters would improve
the estimates. Further research is needed to derive more accurate measures of productivity loss
due to NTDs. Furthermore, studies that provide a more accurate characterization of the
affected populations would allow a more realistic calculation of economic benefits, due to better information on their socioeconomic context (i.e., details about income, professions, and
type of work performed). Future research should also be performed in as many affected countries as possible to shed more light on the socioeconomic differences between the different
affected populations in the different countries and enable the consideration of each particular
setting in future economic calculations.
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Considering that the 2020 targets for the 10 London Declaration NTDs described by the
WHO [16,17] will be met of course implies a natural uncertainty about the future. The actual
economic benefit will evidently depend on the extent that each country will reach those targets.
In this sense, our results do advocate in favor of directing policies that invest in reaching these
goals, but our results cannot help deciding on the instruments to reach them.

Conclusions
The robust findings of our study show that investing in achieving the 2020 WHO targets for
the London Declaration NTDs will certainly result in substantial economic gain. The economic benefit to individuals from productivity gain was estimated to be I$ 251 (I$ 187 –I$
346) billion in 2011–2020 and I$ 313 (I$ 233 –I$ 432) billion in 2021–2030, corresponding to
US$ 102 (US$ 76 –US$141) and US$ 127 (US$ 86 –US$ 203) respectively (2.5th and 97.5th percentiles from sensitivity analyses between brackets). Total OPPs averted were I$0.72 (US$
0.25) billion and I$0.96 (US$ 0.33) billion in the same periods. The best estimates for the net
benefit (return on investment) is US$ 27.4 for every dollar invested during the period 1990–
2020 and US$ 42.8 for every dollar invested in the period 1990–2030. The impact varies
between NTDs and regions, since it is determined by disease prevalence and productivity loss
caused by each disease manifestation.
Although the results of this study should be interpreted with care because of the different
factors of uncertainty discussed above, we can conclude that economic benefits to individuals
will greatly exceed the investments required in interventions. We hope that these results help
advocating in favor of addressing the social and environmental determinants of health, especially for the poor and vulnerable, aiming at more equity, inclusion, productivity and health in
societies.
Initiatives for joint collection of better socioeconomic and epidemiological data would
enable more accurate and complete estimates, leading to better planning and decisionmaking.
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